CMM Open WebCGM TC telecon - 20060809

**Attendees:**
Dave Cruikshank
Lofton Henderson
Ben Bezaire
Dieter Weidenbruck
Ulrich Laesche
Don Larson
Forrest Carpenter
Stuart Galt

**Regrets:**
Franck Duluc

**Agenda:**

**Status of W3C WebCGM 2.0 progression**

WebCGM has completed Last Call. We are still expecting potential comments from accessibility group.

**Recruiting status for the member section**

Dave has contacted Saab and Rolls-Royce. Don to follow up on BAE. There is still some confusion about who on OASIS staff is responsible for getting existing members to support the MS, Peter Rodan or Dee Schur. Dave will forward email thread about recruiting to Don.

**Test Suite and Implementation Matrix**

1) Vendor responses to validate ownership and metadata in tests:  
   Every test author needs to respond. Dave will follow-up with a reminder specifically to individual owners.

2) Vendor results of highlight test:  
   Lofton has heard from two vendors. One passed and one failed. Ulrich is retooling Metaweb and will report results by Friday, Aug 18. Don indicated that they probably don’t pass this test. We need either a pass from Don or Ulrich to get two passes.

3) Vendor results of 9 WebCGM 1.0 dynamic test that were modified for WebCGM 2.0 behavior. See dynamic tests from 1.0 that were upgraded for 2.0 in current test suite: Find them in download of the test suite:  
   [http://www.w3.org/2006/Graphics/WebCGM/testsuite.html](http://www.w3.org/2006/Graphics/WebCGM/testsuite.html)  
   Lofton has received replies from two vendors and each has a few problems, but they do not overlap. Ulrich thinks they will pass after reinstalling BHO.

4) Vendor results for potential new static tests (transparent cell color, text on path) on ftp site. Results are due by Aug 18.

5) Review Implementation Matrix and vendors update:  
   [http://docs.oasis-open.org/webcgm/test-materials/matrix.html](http://docs.oasis-open.org/webcgm/test-materials/matrix.html)  
   Update is due by Aug 18
6) WebCGM 1.0 Test Suite ICS’s and exit criteria:  
http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-webcgm-wg/2006Jul/0099.html

It appears that we will need to gather information about the conformance status to the WebCGM 1.0 of the WebCGM 2.0. This includes not only the dynamic tests, but also the static ones.

Lofton has gotten results from Forrest and he identified a few incorrect .png results. Lofton will update those tests after he analyzes the tests. Results of the test are due to Lofton by the 18th of August. The vendors also need to complete all the 1.0 dynamic tests. Dave will send a reminder to vendors of the action item. Lofton will be leaving for vacation on the 16th and will turn over the matrix to Stuart for updating prior to the W3C WebCGM TC f2f meeting. Vendors need to cc Stuart on reporting their results.

Other:

Work on the implementation status will take place during the W3C WebCGM TC meeting scheduled from Aug 23-25 in Cologne. We hope to have copies of all the plug-ins available for verification. Dieter and Don will be there. We will try to invite Ulrich to join us for a few hours and Forrest will be available via telecon/webex. Dieter and Forrest will provide solutions to the problem of re-registering default of viewer.